Spring is Almost Here!
Blessings to all of you this warm season! As we
enjoy the beauty and changes of Spring, we
reflect on the incredible growth of our students
and invite you to enjoy these stories and
memories. Though the summer swiftly
approaches, the activities and accomplishments
continue to accumulate, and we look forward to
a fruitful and joyful time of year! Thank you and
may God Bless!

Celebrations
Students cannot progress from where they stand without first appreciating the most important woman in each of their
lives: those who raise them. Buffalo Creek students were blessed to host these wonderful ladies for a Valentine’s Day
Luncheon. Students cooked and prepared a full meal, presented heartfelt and meaningful questions, and then performed
songs – both singing and playing instruments – that they have been learning throughout the winter season. Thanks to
all you moms out there!
Students also celebrated “Peak Day,” summiting the Peaks of Otter and dwelling on the goals they have set, seeking
where they can improve, and showing thankfulness for their gifts and accomplishments.
Lastly, at Buffalo Creek, outstanding behavior gets you a “Green Card,” and after 25 cumulative cards, students are
rewarded with an Adventure Outing. Though the weather was cold, Island Ford Cave stayed a comfortable and damp
55 degrees, and students enjoyed a morning of exploration and spelunking, finishing the day at the Goshen Wilderness
Camp.
Upcoming BCBS events:
Month of March – Enrollment now open for 2019-2020 School Year!
March 19th – Founders Dinner at Heartstone Lodge
March 22nd – Greek Fest and Greek Play

Follow us on Facebook!
lee@buffalocreekboysschool.org

Academic Corner
Grammar has come to life this quarter with the students’ excitement over their ability to diagram very complex
sentences!
History continues its sweep through ancient civilizations, now moving from the Ancient Greeks into the reign of
the Ancient Romans. Minds are challenged to seek out how these Classical figures contribute to our lifestyle
today, as well as continuing to seek out God’s purpose and role in history.
In Bible classes, we have moved from studying Jesus’ life, prophecies, and miracles, to seeking him out in the
heroes of the Old and New Testaments.
As part of BCBS applied math studies, students are learning the “mastermind” of all games – chess. On cold
winter days, chess was the favorite game of choice during lunch break. An “in-house” tournament is building up
fervor, with hopes of entering a regional tournament next year.
In P.E., students were blessed to be coached by a local wrestling legend, and received a crash course in how to
take each other down!
In Logic Class, the students have begun to apply the skills learned to analyze arguments. Our favorite argument
so far is, “Since all BCBS students are brilliant, and all stars are brilliant, it must follow that all BCBS students
are stars.” While we agree with the conclusion, there are some technical problems with the argument! (Can you
find them?)

Finally, be strong in the Lord and in his mighty power…”
-Ephesians 6:10

An Artistic Touch…
Part of the classical tradition is learning to appreciate beauty. In art
class, students chose a famous artist to imitate in both style and
technique. Do you recognize the painting below?
Students learned the art of etching as they traced God’s glorious
markings on various animals. Art skills were utilized in drama to paint
the backdrop of the scenes and various props, as seen here in the
goat constellation.

Appreciating God’s creation
In Life Science class, students have been exploring the similarities and
differences between warm-blooded and cold-blooded creatures.
For each unit, the students conduct independent research on a topic, and
then make an oral presentation to the class explaining what they have
learned. Then the students conduct a laboratory exercise or experiment
related to the unit and conclude with a drawing in their science sketch
book, detailing some amazing aspect of the study. Recently, students
examined the intricate details of a blue jay which met its demise hitting a
classroom window.

Classical Roots
Recognizing the importance of classical education in
daily activities is a key part of BCBS! We model
Aristotle’s Lyceum walks, discussing philosophy in a
Biblical worldview. Late March will find us performing a
Greek comedic tragedy. Classroom lectures often turn
into Socratic discussions, seeking truth in applicable
issues of our day.
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